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Abstract

COSY Infinity is an arbitrary-order beam dynamics simu-

lation and analysis code. It can determine high-order transfer

maps of combinations of particle optical elements of arbi-

trary field configurations. For precision modeling, design,

and optimization of next-generation muon beam facilities, its

features make it a very attractive code. Certain new features

are being developed for inclusion in COSY to follow the

distribution of charged particles through matter. To study

in detail some of the properties of muons passing through

material, the transfer map approach alone is not sufficient.

The interplay of beam optics and atomic processes must be

studied by a hybrid transfer map–Monte-Carlo approach in

which transfer map methods describe the average behavior

of the particles in the accelerator channel including energy

loss, and Monte-Carlo methods are used to provide small

corrections to the predictions of the transfer map accounting

for the stochastic nature of scattering and straggling of par-

ticles. The advantage of the new approach is that it is very

efficient in that the vast majority of the dynamics is repre-

sented by fast application of the high-order transfer map of

an entire element and accumulated stochastic effects as well

as possible particle decay. The gains in speed are expected to

simplify the optimization of muon cooling channels which

are usually very computationally demanding due to the need

to repeatedly run large numbers of particles through large

numbers of configurations. Progress on the development of

the required algorithms is reported.

INTRODUCTION

Muon beams are tertiary production particles (protons

to pions to muons) and high-intensity collection necessi-

tates a large initial phase space volume. The resultant spray

of muons must be collected, focused, and accelerated well

within the muon lifetime (2.2 µs in the rest frame). The only

technique fast enough to reduce the beam size within the

muon lifetime is ionization cooling. Muons traverse a certain

amount of material in order to lose energy in both the longitu-

dinal and transverse directions due to ionization. The energy

is then restored in the longitudinal direction only, leading

to an overall reduction in the transverse direction (cooling).

In order to achieve cooling in the longitudinal direction,

emittance exchange is used, usually involving wedge-shaped

absorbers. For some applications such as a high-energy

high-luminosity muon collider, cooling needs to be very

aggressive: six-dimensional emittance reduction over six

orders of magnitude is required to reach design goals.
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In order to carefully simulate the effect of the absorbers

on the beam, one needs to take into account both determin-

istic and stochastic effects in the ionization energy loss. The

deterministic effects in the form of the Bethe-Bloch formula

with various theoretical and experimental corrections fit well

into the transfer map methods approach, where the effect of

the lattice on the particles is evaluated first by producing the

so-called transfer map, and then is applied to a given initial

distribution of particles. The arbitrary-order simulation code

COSY Infinity [1] is a key representative of transfer map

codes. COSY was chosen because of its built-in optomiza-

tion tools, speed, its ability to produce high-order transfer

maps, and its ability to control individual aberrations.

However, to take into account stochastic effects the trans-

fer map paradigm needs to be augmented by either inter-

facing COSY with another code of choice (ICOOL, [2])

or implementing the corrections from stochastic effects di-

rectly into the fabric of COSY. Some of the fundamental

ideas of the process were presented in [3] in application to

quadrupole cooling channels, but the approximations used

were fairly basic. ICOOL is a code written specifically to

study the ionization cooling of muon beams. The discus-

sion of the selection and interfacing process can be found

in [4]. The long-term plan is to incorporate multiple scatter-

ing and energy straggling models into COSY thus avoiding

any interfacing with an external code.

STOCHASTIC EFFECTS

COSY supports a large variety of lattice elements such

as magnetic and electric multipoles (with or without fringe

fields), homogeneous and inhomogeneous bending elements,

Wien filters, wigglers and undulators, cavities, cylindrical

electromagnetic lenses, general particle optical elements,

and deterministic polynomial absorbers of arbitrary order,

with the last element being of particular interest for the cool-

ing simulations.

The term “deterministic” is deliberately emphasized,

since the polynomial absorber acts like a drift with Bethe-

Bloch energy loss. The advantage of this is that the user

must only specify six material parameters in order for COSY

to calculate this energy loss; in particular, the user must spec-

ify the Z number, A number, density, ionization potential,

density correction parameter, and shell correction parameter.

However, this element only takes into account determinis-

tic effects (effects which produce the same final results given

the same initial conditions), not stochastic effects (random

effects such as multiple scattering and straggling).

Equation (1) describes the evolution of the normalized

transverse emittance along the cooling channel, where ǫn
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is the normalized emittance, z is the path length, Eµ is the

muon beam energy, β = v/c, LR is the radiation length of

the absorber material, β⊥ is the betatron function, and Es is

the characteristic scattering energy:

dǫn

dz
≈ −

1

β2

〈

dEµ

dz

〉

ǫn

Eµ

+

1

β3

β⊥E2
s

2Eµmc2LR

. (1)

Here, two competing effects can be seen: the first term

is the cooling (reduction of beam size) component from

ionization energy loss and the second term is the heating

(increase of beam size) term from multiple scattering. This

highlights the importance of the stochastic terms, as the only

deterministic term is the expected (Bethe-Bloch) energy loss,
〈

dEµ/dz
〉

and there is no equilibrium emittance which is

unrealistic.

Stochastic effects do not fit well into the transfer map

paradigm and require special treatment. To illustrate this,

consider a number of particles with identical initial coordi-

nates. As seen in Figure 1, these initially indistinguishable

particles follow different paths in a given material due to the

random nature of multiple scattering. Therefore, it is not

possible to construct a traditional transfer map that repre-

sents the absorber. This would require uniquely relating the

coordinates after the absorber to the coordinates before the

absorber.

Figure 1: Possible orbits of a particle through matter. Due

to the random nature of multiple scattering, a particle may

scatter at a variety of angles when traversing matter.

STOCHASTIC PROCESSES IN COSY AND

SIMULATION RESULTS

It has been shown that the inclusion of stochastic pro-

cesses into COSY Infinity would be both necessary for re-

alistic simulation and relevant to future experiments. The

ultimate goal of this work is to add new tools to COSY which

would accurately take into account stochastic effects without

compromising COSY’s computational efficiency.

The first method proposed was to interface COSY with an

external code (ICOOL or G4beamline) so that part of that

code is invoked whenever an absorber is encountered in the

way of the beam. Unfortunately, this method suffers from the

overhead of initializing external code and passing particle

distributions back and forth. This issue could be mitigated

partially by letting COSY handle the average energy loss

in the absorber, and incorporating the parts of the external

code handling multiple scattering and energy straggling di-

rectly into COSY. However, this method involves splitting

the absorber into thin segments for precision considerations,

thus affecting the speed of the simulation. That said, the pre-

liminary results using the latter method were encouraging,

and we may return to that study at some point.

The algorithm that is currently under active study applies

a perturbative kick to each particle at the end of the absorber,

thereby emulating stochastic effects. The strength and vari-

ety of this kick depends on two parameters: the initial energy

of the particle and the length of absorber that the particle

traverses (equivalently, the average amount of energy lost

within the material). This can be done because the particle’s

coordinates follow predictable patterns as it travels through

matter, as can be seen in Figures 2 and 3 (raw data generated

by ICOOL).

Figure 2: Transverse position histograms for four different

absorber lengths corresponding to 5, 10, 15, and 20 MeV/c

momentum loss. The initial distribution was a pencil beam

of 10,000 muons with an initial momentum of 200 MeV/c.

Figure 3: Energy loss histograms for four different absorber

lengths corresponding to 5, 10, 15, and 20 MeV/c momen-

tum loss. The initial distribution was a pencil beam of 10,000

muons with an initial momentum of 200 MeV/c.

When COSY applies the effects of an absorber onto a

distribution of particles, two events occur: the transfer map

method accounts for average energy loss following the Bethe–
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Bloch curve, and the new algorithm applies a random kick

to each particle’s coordinates. For example, Figure 2 shows

that the correction to the transverse position of a particle is

nearly Gaussian. The mean of the distribution is zero, while

the standard deviation σ varies depending on the path length

through the absorber, which COSY conveniently already cal-

culates as part of the transfer map method. Therefore, it is

possible to represent σ as a function of initial energy and ab-

sorber length. For this reason, the method and its collective

subroutines have been referred to as the “functional method”.

Figure 4 shows an example plot of σ versus average energy

loss (equivalently, absorber length) for a pencil beam of

10,000 muons with an initial momentum of 200 MeV/c (all

the particles start at the same point with no angular spread).

The functional method allows for a relatively compact stor-

age of functional dependencies as compared to storing huge

tables of numbers corresponding to each and every combi-

nation of absorber length and material, and initial energy of

the particle. The key assumption is that the stochastic effects

can be represented by a known random distribution with rela-

tively few parameters. Currently, a Gaussian approximation

is used for multiple scattering, potentially adding Rutherford-

like tails (Figure 5); and a Landau distribution for energy

straggling in thin absorbers (Figure 6) or a convolution of

Landau and Gaussian for thicker absorbers.

Figure 4: Scattering distribution σ versus average energy

loss in the absorber.

Figure 5: Transverse position histogram for 1,000,000

muons at pz = 200 MeV/c through 1 cm liquid hydrogen

absorber. The distribution is Gaussian from X = −19 µm to

X = +19 µm and has Rutherford-like tails elsewhere.

To test this method, a one-dimensional Gaussian distri-

bution of 10,000 muons with parameters σx = 10 mm,

Figure 6: Energy loss histogram for 1,000,000 muons at

pz = 200 MeV/c through 1 cm liquid hydrogen absorber.

The distribution is Landau.

σpx
= 10 keV and initial momenta of 200 MeV/c (σpz

= 0)

was generated and simulated through a 90◦ liquid hydrogen

wedge absorber with an on-axis thickness of 32 cm. The

absorber was preceded and followed by 10-cm drifts. This

ensured that each particle went through a different amount of

material. These conditions were simulated in COSY without

the functional method and compared with COSY augmented

with the functional method and an independent ICOOL run.

The results can be found in Table 1.

Table 1: Baseline COSY vs Functional COSY vs ICOOL

Baseline Functional ICOOL

COSY COSY

σX (mm) 18.96 19.05 19.04

σY (mm) 19.00 19.06 19.10

SUMMARY

New methods are being explored and implemented in

COSY to allow for the simulation of stochastic processes in

matter-dominated muon accelerators. The so-called func-

tional method is proposed and currently under active study,

work continues along multiple directions: find better fits

describing multiple scattering and energy straggling for a

variety of absorber thicknesses and muon initial energies;

deduce the effects from first principles in order not to rely on

any particular external code; and compare the results with

experimental data.
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